
   

 

 

 

1. Why did you not disclose that no one would win the house unless $11.5m was 

raised in entry fees? 
 

I was not made aware of this. Youssef Tleis managed the T&  in their entirety and 

approved all communications regarding the promotion direct with Plexus. I had no 

involvement. 

  

2. Why was this not in the Terms and Conditions that were signed off by you as a 

director? 

 

I am a shareholder, I did not sign off on  and was not requested to. 

  

3.Why did you not make clear that the odds of anyone winning the house were 

around 33,000 to 1?  

 

I was not aware of the odds nor were they presented to me by Youssef Tleis or 

Kassmin Alouie. 

  

4. Why did you imply that the house was yours?  

 

At no time I did imply the house was mine. 

Any property I have bought or own has been widely documented in media, I did not 

suggest the property on offer was mine, the property is in the name of Youssef Tleis 

and Kassim Alouie and their Design Company, DEZCON was widely noted on both the 

Promotion Website and also the Properties standalone Instagram. 

There was NO communication or implication saying WIN MY HOUSE. 

  

5. What do you say to Justice McGrath's observation that your conduct was 

deceptive and misleading? And to your lawyer's agreement that it was deceptive 

and misleading 'for a few days'.  
 

Promotion Launched on March 8th, 2024  on March 12th 2024 I advised Youssef Tleis 

and Kassim Alouie in writing that I did NOT Agree with the promotion and it was NOT 

what I signed up for, as such, I suggested all customers should be REFUNDED and we 

should cancel the promotion. I also noted that I would WEAR ANY START UP COSTS I 

had personally incurred. THIS WAS REJECTED by Youssef Tleis and Kassim Alouie and I 

was persuaded we had to keep going. 

  

6. Have you paid back anyone who purchased a Roxy Boot Camp course? If not, 

when do you plan to do so? 

 

The Director of the company Youssef Tleis and fellow shareholder, Kassim Alouie will 

not commit to any refunds, they have stated this in writing. As such, I have 

commenced refunding those who have applied for a refund for the Promotion 

PERSONALLY from my own pocket. 



   

Yes, these refunds commenced on Tuesday 11th June 2024 and have been processed 

daily since this date. 

  

I note, I was the one who sought the Supreme Court Injunction, which was granted by 

the court. 

  

 


